march 2019
Remember: the next club meeting will be held
at St Rumon’s club, on Thursday 11th April.

No Grand Photo Competition

There were no entries for the Grand Photo Comp at March’s meeting, but hopefully next
month there will be plenty, after all the excitement lately. This photo is from Steve Warner,
showing what a lovely day it was for the Frostbite. Who knows, it could win the April photo
comp and be included in next year’s calendar.
Bring your photos to April’s meeting for your chance to be made famous in a similar way.

Chairman’s Chat
So spring has sprung and British Summer time has arrived giving us “longer days”, well at
least you don't have to get up so early to make the most of them, just stay up a bit longer ;).
It’s fair to say that the winter period did not deliver the legendary Sea Thermals as hoped for
or even expected with the higher than usual sea temperature but even so there were a few
around and there still are, especially early in the morning and late evening giving something
to play with.
With the longer days the inland thermals are starting to kick off so it’s time to head to the
hills (Mark AS already has) as well as the cliffs. However be aware that spring thermals can
be pretty bouncy and coupled with we pilots being out of tune with them can lead to some
exciting moments; please don't assume you can just pick up where you left off last summer.
Club wise it’s been a pretty quiet month, with flying going on at a variety of sites and even
the odd XC being done. The Frostbite ran at St Agnes (report elsewhere) and whilst it was too
breezy for “normal” Paragliders it was good to see several turn up and support things.
Some of the hangy boys are off to the first round of the British Open Series (BOS) in May and
have been practicing some thermalling off the aero-tow near Honiton and if anyone else is
interested in joining in just get in touch.
Club meetings are now back in the upstairs room at St Rumon’s, complete with decent size
television for presentations, heating and nice and quiet. Thank you to those who have come
up with ideas for “Monthly Matters” and even offered to undertake them, much appreciated
by myself and I am sure by the members on the night.
Keep your ideas coming for additional club activities and we will try to run another Frostbite
for the Paragliders when conditions co-operate.
All the best
Phippsy

KHPA XC leagues
Well, the score board is still ticking over slowly, but it’s still the same names. Phippsy got
another nice little flight from St Agnes to Scorrier in the Frostbite comp and the following
week Mark AS made the first declared out and return flight for this year, from Carbis bay to
St Ives. Planning a flight and declaring it is an interesting challenge and a great way to
increase your score. Let’s see if anyone else can challenge Mark and Graham.
XC leagues to 25-02-2019
XC flights this month
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Graham Phipps
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Wyn Davies
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Mark AS
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Graham Phipps
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Frostbite comp 2019

spot and with the glider under sufficient
control as to get a score.

After several postponements, Phippsy was
determined to call the 2019 Frostbite comp if
the forecast looked anything like. The
weekend of 16th-17th March wasn’t looking
too promising but when the forecast for the
Sunday began to look better Graham
pounced and called a one day comp.

The perfect approach to the spot

Can’t be that strong-his hair isn’t blowing in
the wind

With a NNE breeze and a lovely blue sky
there was a good turn-out of both hangies
and paras at St Agnes Head, some coming
from South Devon and even as far away as
Cullompton.

Phippsy leapt into an early lead in the hangie
comp, being only six paces away from the
spot, but he was equaled soon after by Nigel
Sumpter, so after the spot landing round
there were two joint leaders. The only
scoring para, and in fact the only para to fly
in the unexpectedly fresh breeze, was Jake
on his miniwing.

Jake finds it a tad breezy

Martin Fox gets things under way

After the warnings about the inadvisability of
going down, Graham set the usual two
tasks: spot landing followed by open XC,
with double points for
going over the back
rather than the more
risky route down the
coast. He had devised
a
cunning
scoring
system to encourage
pilots to have a go at
the spot to get two
scores up, though the
intricacies were lost on
many pilots. However,
everyone still had a go
Phippsy helps Daisy
at the spot, some
into his ball gown
arriving a little more
dramatically
than
others, and there were four hang gliders and
a paraglider that landed close enough to the

By mid-afternoon, everyone had had a go at
the spot and the sky was filled with half a
dozen gliders all vying for the elusive lift
strong enough to climb away in. Several
pilots were seen circling back but evidently
the thermals were weak and broken and
invariably the gliders gave up and pulled
back to the ridge. Gradually, as the
afternoon wore on, pilots gave up the search
and landed for an early bath until finally
there were only Graham and Tim left in the
air. A few wispy clouds began to drift in and
encouraged them to try to position
themselves
under
them
and
almost
inevitably Graham located a climb slightly
stronger than the previous ones. Tim tried to
scoot in from the other end of the ridge, but
was only able to catch the tail end and
watched as Graham slowly climbed back and
away. He was able to circle back, just
maintaining, all the way to Mount Hawke
before gliding off, with just one exploratory
circle, to a landing next to the A30 at
Scorrier.

Daisy returns to the parking area

So we had a winner, though there is some
doubt as to whether the window had closed
before Graham left, so we may have a dead

heat between him and Nigel! But more
importantly we had had a successful, fun
competition, with a good turn-out, good
weather and even caught up with some old
friends, with Bill and Ginny Scott coming to
have a look at the fun and Patrick Buxton
and Roger Clewlow turning up on their motor
bikes to see what they were missing. A nice
way to start the year; let’s hope we get
plenty more fun days like that.
All photos by Steve Warner

Isn’t aerotowing brilliant?

By Tim Jones
It’s an amazing feeling, to be lying prone in
your harness, nose inches away from
unforgiving concrete, and to feel the sudden
surge of acceleration as the tug microlight
opens the throttle, catapulting itself and you
down the runway. Within just a couple of
seconds you feel the glider itching to lift
itself off the trolley so you let go of the
restraining line and pop, like a champagne
cork from a bottle, into the air. You have to
remember to pull more speed to keep
yourself no more than 20 feet off the runway
until the tug reaches 35 mph when it can
rotate and take off itself. Then, finally, the
connection with earth has been cut and you
climb rapidly into the blue.

Brett Wright lifts off from the trolley

This is aerotowing and, after having done
less than twenty launches like this, it still
feels to me like one of the most exhilarating
and exciting ways to get into the air.
It was the first day out of the year for the
Upottery Aerotow Group, and over the
winter we had acquired a new microlight tug
which needed to be put through its paces.

Wyn holds her down til the tug lifts off

Compared to our old tug, the acceleration
was much improved, and the climb rate once
airborne felt incredible. Someone timed their
tow from take-off to release at 2000ft at just
over two minutes! The ground just seems to
fall away below you!
It had been an early start for Nigel Sumpter,
Graham Phipps, Wyn Davies and me; we
were on the road by 6.15 to be at
Smeatharpe airfield by 8.30 to rig the tug.
But even that can be a delight once you’re
up; hearing the morning symphony of the
dawn chorus and then witnessing the glory
of the sun rising above the mist in the
valleys. A rare and beautiful treat!
But now, rigged, harnesses packed and
instruments on, we were ready for some
serious fun. Graham took the third tow of
the day and I took the fourth and we were
delighted to find there was good lift around.
Graham immediately set off XC, aiming to
get back into Cornwall, but 5 miles
downwind he found he was being pushed
towards the coast near Sidmouth, so he
decided to come back! That’s the beauty of
flying in light winds: you can push back up

wind without dropping out of the sky, and he
carried on exploring, pushing a couple of
miles up-wind of the airfield too.
Meanwhile I had an hour boating around the
sky close to the airfield, Nigel did much the
same and Wyn, who still had to do two or
three more launches to get signed off,

quickly moved through all of his tasks then
passed the exam to be declared a fullyfledged aerotow pilot.
Through the day, seven pilots had at least
two tows each, though by later afternoon
the lift was less abundant, and by five
o’clock most people were replete with flying
and as the sun slid slowly towards the
cloudless horizon, gliders and kit were
packed away and the afternoon ended in a
delightful pub with good food, good beer and
scintillating conversation. (Well, maybe not
the last, but a good deal of banter!)
It was four sleepy chappies who drove back
home to Cornwall, but all were smiling and
dreaming of the next time, knowing that this
is just the beginning of the aerotow season.
Isn’t aerotowing brilliant?

The British Vintage Hang Gliding Rally is back for 2019
We are again joining Parafest and will be setting up the Rally at Caerwys, North Wales, CH7 5BQ over the 11th and
14th of July. This fun for all the familyevent is a great opportunity to see and do what you love most.
Parafest is:
 Two full days of quality live music and entertainment 1pm-1am Friday and Saturday
 Three days of festival fun in the field
 Four days of flying, four nights of camping or vanning
 Real ales and cocktails, festival food, a kids area, tandem flights, loads of sideshows and attractions
 There’s simply too much to list
Parafest isn’t just a festival
Parafest is a festival you can fly at! Paraglider and hang glider pilots have the many free flying sites of North Wales all
within easy driving distance. Paramotors, powered hang gliders, trikes and SSDR fly out of a dedicated airfield within
the festival. Parafest promotes safe and responsible piloting and is the only trade exhibition in the UK for foot
launched and ultralight aviation. Manufacturers, dealers and schools all exhibit at Parafest and trial flights are
available for anyone to book directly with the supplier.
The BVHGR will be there with its exhibit of vintage wings and vintage pilots. New this year will be a selection of rare
and historical videos illustrating hang gliding throughout the ages. Ben Tupright and the Side Wires will be performing
and there will be the usual festivities at the BVHGR corner of the field.
PS useful links:
http://www.parafest.co.uk/
https://www.bvhgr.org/

